Abstract. The time-honored Chomsky hierarchy has long shown its value as a structural tool in formal languages and automata theory, and gained followers in various areas. We show here how very similar hierarchies can be obtained for families of sets of piecewise continuous functions. We use systems of ordinary differential equations in the same way that automata are used in establishing the traditional Chomsky hierarchy. A functional memory is provided by state-dependent delays which are used in a novel way, paired with certain state components, giving memory structures similar to push-down stores and Turing machine tapes. The resulting machine model may be viewed as a "functional computing machine", with functional input, functional memory and, though this is not emphasized here, functional output.
Introduction
Ever since its introduction by Chomsky in the 1950s (see [7] and [8] ) the hierarchy of families of languages named after him has played a prominent role in the theory of formal languages and computation. This can be seen immediately, e.g., in [31] and [20] , two popular textbooks in the area. The hierarchy can be formulated as a hierarchy of families of languages, or as a hierarchy of generating devices (grammars) or as a hierarchy of recognizing devices (automata), as summarized in the following Whatever angle it is viewed from, the Chomsky hierarchy appears as a rather natural structural backbone. It is therefore no wonder that similar natural structures have been sought after in various areas. While these extensions have been more complicated and not quite as natural as the original hierarchy, they have served a similar purpose. An example is the hierarchy of Lindenmayer systems (see, e.g., [31] ), and a more recent example can be found in [19] .
Dynamical systems, working in continuous time and with a finite number of continuous state components, have been intensively investigated lately from the point of view of computational power. Mathematically these systems are nonlinear systems of ordinary differential equations, with inputs given, say, as integral initial values. The ability of such systems to simulate universal Turing machines has been known for some time, see [28] , [2] , [6] and [30] . Reviews of the earlier developments in this area can be found in [23] and [6] , and [3] , [25] and [22] contain more recent material in a somewhat different vein. If certain assumptions are made, essentially preventing embedding Turing-complete or more powerful oracles in the structure of the system, then the computational power is seen to be exactly the same as that of Turing machines (see, e.g., [29] and [30] ). It would thus be possible to define the traditional Chomsky hierarchy using continuous dynamical systems. This, however, does not appear to produce anything new. It might be mentioned that there are many ways to obtain "super-Turing" computation using dynamical systems, see, e.g., [2] , [5] , and [28] .
Ordinary differential equations form a traditional device for defining sets of functions. However, this is more in a generative sense than as recognizers. On the other hand, the recognizing aspect is present in systems and control theory, indeed, the similarities between control systems and sequential machines have long been known (see, e.g., [18] ). We use differential equations (provided with a special memory structure, see below) to recognize sets of functions. We restrict ourselves to piecewise continuous functions R −→ R with bounded support. To simplify matters we allow only supports which are subsets of [0, 1] . As the reader may note when reading on, this is no real restriction, the theory is easily extended to arbitrary bounded supports, contained in given functiondependent finite intervals. To be quite specific, we define a piecewise continuous function in R as a function f such that, for all real numbers a, the limits f (a−) = lim x↑a f (x) and f (a+) = lim x↓a f (x) both always exist as finite numbers, and are equal to f (a) except possibly for a finite number of values of a. If in addition the equation
is always satisfied we say that f is a balanced piecewise continuous function. These definitions are extended to arbitrary intervals in an obvious fashion. The set of all balanced piecewise continuous functions with support included in [0, 1] is denoted by F PC . We consider balanced piecewise continuous inputs only, to exclude the possibility of inputs differing only in finitely many points being treated differently.
Systems of ordinary differential equations have only state memory; at each time the memory contents is a vector of real numbers. A way to add memory is to allow delays. Delay-differential equations have a long history in applied mathematical modeling, especially in mathematical biology, see, e.g., [11] and [12] . We use a state-dependent delay but in a novel way: Certain dependent variables are used pairwise to define a piecewise continuous function which is used as a memory element, much as a Turing machine tape. The pair consists of a state variable and the reading head position. There can be several such memory elements, or none. Posing certain natural restrictions, a memory element can be made push-down-like. The input is treated similarly, paired with a specific dependent variable.
Since, from the point of view of automata, the Chomsky hierarchy is not so much about time or space complexity, but rather about the kind of memory available, it is possible to define Chomskian hierarchies of subsets of F PC . We define several such hierarchies and prove their nontriviality. We also obtain several closure results for various levels of the hierarchies. A few open problems remain, especially concerning the (common) upper end of the hierarchies (the one corresponding to Turing machines and computably enumerable languages). While we investigate here only recognizers, corresponding systems with functional outputs could be easily defined, so in a sense we deal with "functional computing machines".
In what follows we call our dynamical systems simply "machines". These machines are subject to certain restrictions pertaining to the type of "computations" allowed. First, the machines are assumed to be "deterministic", i.e., they have only forwardunique solutions. Second, the machines are "non-Zenoan", meaning, e.g. that no part of the memory or input is used infinitely often in any finite time interval. Third, as far as possible, solutions should depend continuously on parameters in the input. These properties are discussed in Section 2 where the detailed definition of the machines is given. It should be mentioned that the restrictions correspond roughly to what might be considered well-posedness for the kind of machines we investigate. A different theory would be obtained if any of the restrictions is lifted, e.g., it would be possible to obtain a similar and yet quite different theory for non-forward-unique solutions (allowing a kind of nondeterminism).
Certain classifications of real functions according to recursion-or computationbased criteria are known, notably those in [21] and [27] . It should also be mentioned that sets of n-tuples of reals can be defined by the well-known BSS-machines (see [4] ). There are many excellent textbooks in formal languages and automata theory, e.g., [31] , [17] , and [13] are old classics and [20] and [16] are popular modern books. Concerning ordinary differential equations we mention the comprehensive classical texts [10] and [14] , the nice concise presentation in [26] , and especially [1] , a veritable treasure trove of uniqueness results.
Basic Definitions
To define a machine M, we start by fixing its basic dimensions:
Both of these dimensions are assumed to be finite, m M > 0 and n M ≥ 0. The following steps then lead us to the definition of M.
Input
The input is a balanced piecewise continuous function f : (0, 1) −→ R such that the limits f (0+) and f (1−) exist as finite numbers. Recall the definition of balanced piecewise continuity in Section 1. To define the way input is read by the machine M we first define
elsewhere.
Note that this simply means extending f to a balanced piecewise continuous function defined in R with support included in the interval [0, 1]. The input is then given aŝ
where s 0 (t) is the position function controlled by M (via a differential equation). Initially s 0 (0) = 0, i.e., reading of input starts at s = 0. The value off (t) is immediately available to M at time t. (In traditional automata-theoretic terms this could be called a "read-only input tape", s 0 (t) being the position of the "read-head".)
In what follows we more or less identify f and f * , and use F PC to denote the set of all possible inputs.
State
The state of M at time t is a point q(t) ∈ R m M . The initial value is q(0) = 0. The first state component q 1 is designated as the acceptance indicator. Dynamical evolution of the state is defined via a differential equation.
Functional Memory
The machine may have a functional memory. A machine M without a functional memory, i.e., with n M = 0, is called a two-way state machine, see Sections 3 and 4.
At any time t = T the contents of this memory is given via a function x: R −→ R n M , the values x(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T , giving the entire history of the "tape contents". The function x is defined by a differential equation, initially x(0) = 0. The corresponding position function (positions of the "read-write-heads") is denoted by s(t). However (as for a Turing machine), the entire history of the contents is not available for the machine, parts of it may be overwritten. Now, what we mean by the contents of the functional memory at time t = T , is the collection of the n M functions
where t * i,T is the last time the memory element was updated, i.e., t * i,T is the maximum inverse of s i :
Here s i will be continuous in
Thus, what needs to be stored of the function x is only what is needed to define the functions x * i,T , not the entire history x(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T . In Figure 1 an example of the curve At time t = T , in addition to q(T ) (the state) andf (T ) ("input symbol under scan"), the machine M has availablex(T ) ("symbols to be read on the tapes") wherê
Using these, the dynamics of the machine is defined by differential equations. Note that
For push-down machines (to be treated in Sections 5 and 6) n M = 1 and an alternative "one-sided" definition ofx 1 is needed. We define then
(A similar situation exists of course in traditional automata theory.) For these machines it is in addition assumed that s 1 (t) ≥ 0 always.
Differential Equations
State transition, position changes (moving the "read-head" and the "read-write-heads") and writing on the functional memory is controlled by a system of differential equations. We write the system in the form
where the functions
are given. It is assumed that these functions are continuous in R m M +n M +1 . With zero initial values q(0) = 0, s 0 (0) = 0, s(0) = 0 and x(0) = 0 an initial value problem is then defined. The system of differential equations above is autonomous in that there is no explicit dependence on time t. As usual, time t may be included as a component of the state q, if needed, as can x(t), s 0 (t) and s(t).
We do not want our differential equations to be too badly behaved. Therefore we make the following assumptions which should hold for any input in F PC :
1. We assume that the right-hand side functions Q, S 0 , S and X satisfy conditions guaranteeing the existence and uniqueness of solutions in the forward direction for t ≥ 0. We do not specify these conditions, however. (Indeed, for the kind of controlled state-dependent delay-differential equations that these equations are, few conditions of any generality seem to be known at the time of writing, at least as far as global behavior is considered.) On the other hand, locally f * and the functions x * i,T may be considered as being part of the right-hand side structure of the system, and "ordinary" conditions apply (e.g., Carathéodory-type conditions). We refer to [1] , [14] , and [26] , and in a recent article [9] an especially powerful result is given. It should be noted that no conditions on the right-hand side functions, both necessary and sufficient for uniqueness, are known. Thus fixing any one of the known sufficient conditions might be severely restrictive. The reason for demanding the existence of solution is obvious. On the other hand, in this paper we do not want to consider nonuniqueness in the forward direction. Nor do we allow any of the functions Q, S 0 , S and X to be undefined. (Again in traditional terms, we restrict ourselves to "deterministic" machines.)
Condition 3 may be interpreted loosely as forcing computations to take only finitely many "steps" in finite time intervals, i.e., we consider only "non-Zenoan" computations. Note. We do not assume backward uniqueness ("reversibility" in traditional terms). On the other hand, we might want to restrict the way the functions Q, S 0 , S and X are given, say, explicitly (as in [28] and [30] ) or as computable functions in the sense of [24] (and [29] ). As long as the functions are kept reasonably general this does not affect our results.
We say that a machine is a one-way machine if S 0 (q,f ,x) ≥ 0, and a strictly oneway machine if S 0 (q,f ,x) > 0. A real-time machine is a strictly one-way machine for which S 0 (q,f ,x) = 1, i.e., s 0 (t) = t.
Acceptance and Recognition
We define two kinds of acceptance mechanisms, closed acceptance and open acceptance. We say that the input is accepted if
(recall that q 1 is the acceptance indicator and that initially q 1 (0) = 0), and, 2. for one-way machines, additionally s 0 (T ) = 1, i.e., all of the input is "read".
The set of functions recognized by M (within the set F PC ) consists of all inputs accepted by M, denoted by F(M).
State Machines
By a state machine (SM) we mean a strictly one-way machine which does not have a functional memory. The corresponding differential equations are then
Recall that for a strictly one-way SM S 0 (q,f ) > 0. (In traditional automata theory this corresponds to the deterministic finite automaton.) If open acceptance (resp. closed acceptance) is chosen, we use the acronym OSM (resp. CSM). The corresponding family of sets of piecewise continuous functions recognized by the machine is denoted by F(OSM) (resp. F(CSM)). The family of complements of sets in F(OSM) (resp. F(CSM)) is denoted by co-F(OSM) (resp. co-F(CSM)). 
and
Here the f of M is defined vias 0 and is not the same as thef of M. To see that
. It is then a simple matter to verify thatq(t) = q(s −1
(t)).
Thus the machine M is simulated by M , using the time s
In what follows we assume that our SMs are real-time SMs. Note that then, for 0 < t < 1,
There is a close connection between the families F(OSM) and F(CSM).

Theorem 3. F(OSM) = co-F(CSM), i.e., the families F(OSM) and F(CSM) are complementary. Moreover, it may be assumed that
Proof. We fix a continuously differentiable function u: R −→ R such that u(x) = 0 for x ≤ 0, 0 < u(x) < 1 for 0 < x < 1, and u(x) = 1 for u ≥ 1. We may assume that time t is a state component of our machines, denoted simply by t.
Take a (real-time) SM M. We then specify another SM M by adding to M a new state component p (the acceptance indicator), changing the mode of acceptance from open to closed or vice versa, and setting dp dt
For the purpose of comparison between machines of various kinds, in this section and later, several sets of functions are defined. First, we say that a function f (an input) is
These concepts have familiar connotations for words. We then define the sets
The complements of these sets (against F PC ) are denoted by F pal , etc.
We need the following classical result which gives us a kind of "weak pumping" (see, e.g., Section IX.2 of [15] ). 
By our assumptions, the mapping h:
)) where q(t) is obtained from M on the palindrome input 
is accepted by M. This is a contradiction since g is not in F pal .
is shown as in the previous proof. We then show only that F poly-2 is in F(CSM), the general case is treated quite analogously. A real-time CSM M recognizing F poly-2 is constructed as follows. We set m M = 6 and
where Q 5 will be given later. On input
we then have q 6 (t) = t and
We denote 
Then we can write
We note the following facts:
• First, S(t) and R(t), as Wronskians of linearly independent monomials, are invertible for t = 0.
• Second, for t = 0, Finally we choose
For an input f in F poly-2 we have q 5 (t) = 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, and q 1 (1) = 1, leading to acceptance of f .
On the other hand, if an input f is accepted by M, then Q 5 (q(t),f (t)) = 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and q 4 (t) satisfies the Euler final value problem
in the interval 0 < t ≤ 1, for some constants A, B and C. The same final value problem is satisfied by
Thus f is a polynomial of degree at most 2. (Note that if
Note. Similar results can be proved for other sets of functions continuously depending on a fixed number of parameters.
Theorems 3 and 5 tell us that the families F(OSM) and F(CSM) are incomparable, and neither of them is closed under complement. This incomparability and lack of closure is largely compensated for by the complementarity of the families. On the other hand, they are closed under other Boolean operations.
Theorem 6. The families F(OSM) and F(CSM) are closed under union and intersection.
Proof. It suffices to prove the closures for F(OSM). For F(CSM) the closures then follow by Theorem 3 and De Morgan's laws.
Take then two (real-time) OSMs M and N , with states q and p, respectively. Let the state differential equations of M and N , on input f , be dq dt = Q(q(t),f (t)) and dp dt = P(p(t),f (t)).
By Theorem 3 we may assume that 0 ≤ q 1 (t), p 1 (t) ≤ 1. We then take a new state component v (the new acceptance indicator). The real-time machine with state (q, p, v) and state differential equations dq dt = Q(q(t),f (t)), dp dt = P(p(t),f (t)) and
we get a machine recognizing
We close this section by an observation on the "discrete computation power" of CSMs.
Theorem 7. Let L be the complement of a computably enumerable set in N and denote
F = { f | f is constant and f (x) ∈ L for 0 < x < 1}.
Then F ∈ F(CSM).
Proof. We use "pure state machines", i.e., OSMs whose inputs are given as integer initial values, see [30] . As is shown in [30] , there exists such a machine M recognizing N − L in the time interval [0, 1], with acceptance of an input in N meaning that the acceptance indicator q 1 grows from zero to a positive value; if the input is rejected then q 1 (t) = 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. As told, M receives its input a as an initial value of certain state components. It is, however, easy to see that it might as well receive it as a parameter value (simply let the computation start by a copying of the parameter value a to the necessary state components). The differential equation of M is then of the form
with zero initial values. (Actually, in [30] it is assumed that Q is defined in a finite interval of q-values. It is easily seen that this interval can be replaced by the whole R m M .)
We first take the real-time OSM M with state q and state differential equation 
πf (t)) + u(f (t)).
Restricted to constant inputs, M 3 accepts exactly all numbers in N.
Two-Way State Machines
A two-way state machine (2-SM) is a machine with no functional memory. As indicated in Section 1, the state structure of such a machine has a very strong controlling capability, indeed, it has all the power of a Turing machine operating on integers. Very little of this capability can be used in computations of SMs. In order to utilize results computed by the state structure the machine needs to stop or indefinitely slow down reading its input. A 2-SM can do this, and it can also reread its input or read it in reverse. Another property of 2-SMs, not possessed by SMs, is the ability to integrate over time intervals of arbitrary (finite) length. There is indeed no bound on the time accepting an input may take. This makes it possible for 2-SMs to amplify minute effects, either by a back-and-forth movement of the read-head, or by letting the read-head move forward or backward, or by letting it stand still for an unspecified time. It should be remembered, however, that the read-head cannot change direction infinitely many times in a finite time interval.
Note. Apparently the "intermediate" possibility of allowing an SM to be a (nonstrict) one-way machine is of interest, too. (In traditional automata-theoretic terms, this would allow "empty moves".) The behavior of such SMs is rather different from that of the SMs in Section 3-then, e.g., F(OSM) ⊂ F(CSM)-and is not dealt with in this paper.
We use the notations 2-OSM, 2-CSM, F(2-OSM) and F(2-CSM) in an obvious fashion. We first prove some inclusions.
Proof. Strictness of these inclusions is a consequence of Theorem 9. To prove the inclusions, we fix continuous functions u 1 , u 2 : R −→ R such that u 1 (x) = 0 for x ≤ 0 and u 1 (x) > 0 for x > 0, u 2 (x) > 0 for 0 < x < 1, u 2 (x) = 0 for x ≤ 0 and x ≥ 1, and 1 0 u 2 (x) dx = 1. With the machine M (2-OSM, OSM or CSM) we associate the differential equations dq dt = Q(q(t),f (t)) and
If M is strictly one-way, then we assume that S 0 = 1 and 0 ≤ q 1 (t) ≤ 1.
(i) Take a 2-OSM M. We then take a new state component p (the new acceptance indicator). The differential equations for our 2-CSM are those of M and dp dt
If, at some time t, q 1 (t) > 0 (indicating acceptance), then p starts growing and will eventually reach the acceptance threshold 1. This does not happen in any other situation.
(ii) Consider then an OSM M. We again take a new state component p and the differential equations
and dp dt =q 1 (t)u 1 (t − 1).
(We may assume that time t is a state component.) Here p grows above zero if and only if q 1 (1) > 0. Note that the initial value problem
defines a bijective time transformation t = g(t) in the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, and
is positive then p starts to grow and the input is accepted. Thus the 2-OSM defined by the above differential equations simulates M in time t , stopping the simulation at time t = t = 1.
(iii) Take finally a CSM M. An equivalent 2-CSM is then defined as in part (ii) except that dp dt =q 1 (t)u 2 (t − 1). Now, sinceq 1 (t) ≤ 1 and 1 0 u 2 (x) dx = 1, the input can only be accepted at or after time t = 1, and then if and only if q 1 (1) = 1.
Thus, while in traditional automata theory all kinds of finite automata (whether deterministic, nondeterministic, two-way or with or without empty moves) are equivalent, this is not the case for our SMs.
The state structure may be given time to compute, while other parts do not evolve, by the following construct. The time axis is divided into odd intervals [2i, 2i + 1) and even intervals [2i + 1, 2i + 2) (i = 0, 1, . . .) . Multiplying the right-hand side of the differential equation of a state component by
forces it to evolve only during odd (resp. even) time intervals. Of course, if needed, the time axis may be divided into intervals modulo any K (K = 2, 3, . . .) by a similar construct, resulting in the time-division functions σ k (t) (k = 1, 2, . . . , K ). Each part of the machine may then be given a time slot corresponding to positive values of some σ k (t). This is called time-division modulo K . The end of a computation and other signaling information can be communicated between parts of the machine using certain state components q i as 0-1-flags and multiplying the right-hand sides of differential equations of the pertinent other state components by q i (t) or 1 − q i (t). Thus one part of the machine may compute keeping the flag value in q i (t) = 0 while other parts wait deactivated, and then signal the end of its computation by raising the flag value to q i (t) = 1, activating then certain other parts to continue their particular actions. Results of the computation may be communicated to the other parts of the machine via certain deactivated state components.
Obviously, an exact description of such synchronization and control-not to mention simulation of universal Turing machines-via complete sets of differential equations leads to very complicated expressions. Therefore, only the basic ideas of such constructs are given in proofs here and in subsequent sections, indicating a certain kind of "continuous programming". For more details on such constructs see [28] and [30] .
Theorem 9. (i) The set F poly-d is not in F(2-OSM). (ii) None of the sets F pal , F sqr and F poly is in F(2-CSM). (iii) The sets F pal , F sqr and F poly-d are in F(2-OSM).
Proof. (i) See the proofs of Theorems 4 and 5. Note, however, that to use the assumed continuous dependence of solutions on parameters in the input here we must assume that f * is, say, Lipschitz-continuous in R. So, since 0 ∈ F poly-d , the assumption F poly-d ∈ F(2-OSM) implies that, for a sufficiently small value of ε > 0, the function g: g(x) = ε sin πx is also in F(2-OSM), a contradiction. (g * is Lipschitz-continuous in R.) (ii) We show that F pal / ∈ F(2-CSM) and refer to the proof of Theorem 4. The other nonmemberships are proved analogously. Assume, contrary to the claim, that F pal is recognized by the 2-CSM M.
The constant function 0 is in F pal . We consider first the computation of M accepting 0. Take a ξ , 0 < ξ < 1, such that whenever s 0 (t) = ξ then S 0 (q(t),f (t)) = 0, i.e., the read-head never stops at ξ . (It is easy to see that such ξ must exist.) Let t 1 , . . . , t p be exactly all times when s 0 has the value ξ . (Note that, by our assumptions, these must be finite in number.)
Take then f b ∈ F pal where b is in a small ball B ⊂ R pm M + p+2 centered in the origin, see the proof of Theorem 4, and g b : (1 − x) . (Note that then g b ∈ F pal and g * b is Lipschitz-continuous in R.) We consider now the computation of M accepting g b . Assuming B is small enough, the times when the read-head of M visits ξ are close to t 1 , . . . , t p and their number is the same, and the read-head never stops at ξ . (Continuous dependence of t 1 , . . . , t p on parameters in the input follows because s −1 0 (ξ ) has this property by the Implicit Function Theorem.) We denote these times by t 1 , . . . , t p . Let h: B −→ R pm M + p+1 be the continuous mapping defined by
By the Dimension Theorem, there are points b, b ∈ B such that b = b and h(b) = h(b ). This is a contradiction since then M also accepts the nonpalindrome
for ξ ≤ x < 1.
(iii) We only sketch the proof of F pal ∈ F(2-OSM). (The membership F sqr ∈ F(2-OSM) is proved analogously, and F poly-d ∈ F(2-OSM) follows from Theorems 3, 5 and 8.)
Using the control offered by the state structure of a 2-OSM the following procedure is carried out. For the successive values l = 2, 3, . . . the 2-OSM M compares the input values
For this purpose these values are copied to state components, say to q 2 and q 3 , which are then deactivated. (The copying requires temporarily stopping movement of the position function.) M then continues by activating the differential equation
for a while before raising the value of l. Note that, before moving to the next value of l, the components q 2 and q 3 must be reset to zero, again reading the input. If, for some l and i,
then the acceptance indicator q 1 starts growing from its initial value zero, leading to acceptance of the input.
Note that, by Theorems 4 and 5, this implies strictness of all inclusions in Theorem 8.
The following corollary is also immediate.
Corollary 10. The families F(CSM) and F(2-OSM) are incomparable.
Note. We assumed that the structure of our differential equations implies continuous dependence of solutions on parameters in the input. For SMs this guarantees the continuity for all inputs sufficiently well-behaved in the interval (0, 1). Such is not the case any more for 2-SMs. The input may have jump discontinuities at x = 0 or x = 1 or elsewhere, and these can be utilized as jump discontinuities of the right-hand side of our differential equations. Thus the solutions need not depend continuously on parameters in the input, even if the input is, say, Lipschitz-continuous in (0, 1) . On the other hand, if the input f has the property that f * is, say, Lipschitz-continuous in R then continuous dependence on parameters in f is valid (as a consequence of our assumptions). This fact is utilized in the proof of Theorem 9.
Theorem 9 shows that the families F(2-OSM) and F(2-CSM) are not closed under complement, indeed, complements of certain families in F(2-OSM) are not even in F(2-CSM). (The situation is thus quite different from that for SMs.) For Boolean operations we have
Theorem 11. (i) The family F(2-OSM) is closed under union and intersection. (ii) The intersection of a set in F(2-OSM) and a set in F(2-CSM) is in F(2-CSM). (iii) The family F(2-CSM) is closed under union.
Proof. First, it should be noted that the construct of the proof of Theorem 6 is not applicable here.
Take then two 2-SMs M and N , with states q and p, and position functions s 0 and r 0 , respectively. For our new machine M , we use time-division modulo 4. The following sequence of four operations is then carried out cyclically by M : We denote the state components of M , corresponding to q, p and r 0 , byq,p and r 0 , respectively. We also fix a continuous function u : R −→ R such that u(x) = 0 for x ≤ 0 and u(x) > 0 for x > 0.
(i) Assuming M and N are both 2-OSMs, it remains to define the acceptance mechanism of M . We take new state components v 1 , v 2 and v 3 (the new acceptance indicator) and define
(ii) Assume then that M is a 2-OSM and N is a 2-CSM. We take a new state component v with the differential equation
and then modify the differential equations ofp andr 0 as follows: dp dt
f (t))v(t).
If 
Push-Down Machines
We recall that for a push-down machine (PDM) M we have n M = 1 andx 1 is defined bŷ
The corresponding differential equations are then
By definition, PDM is a strictly one-way machine, i.e., S 0 (q,f ,x 1 ) > 0. It is also assumed that s 1 (t) ≥ 0 always. We use the notations OPDM, CPDM, F(OPDM), F(CPDM), etc., in an obvious fashion. A PDM can only read its functional memory when the "read-write-head" is moving left. (Indeed, when the "read-write-head" is moving right or is stopped, i.e., S 1 (q(t)) ≥ 0, we havex 1 (t) = x 1 (t), and x 1 could be included among the state components.) In this respect it is quite like its namesake in traditional automata theory, the pushdown automaton. Our machines have, however, forward-unique solutions, and thus the corresponding type of automaton is actually the deterministic push-down automaton. Deterministic context-free languages have rather poor closure properties, and so appear do the sets F(OPDM) and F(CPDM).
Note. The traditional DPDA has empty moves, corresponding to zero-values of our S 0 (q). Our definition above thus corresponds to DPDAs without empty moves. It may be noted, however, that deterministic context-free languages can be recognized by DPDAs in linear time. One-way PDMs certainly appear to be an interesting subclass of machines, but they are not investigated any further here.
It is immediate that F(OSM) ⊆ F(OPDM) and F(CSM) ⊆ F(CPDM). Both inclusions are strict as a consequence of Theorems 4 and 14.
Theorem 12. Every PDM can be replaced by an equivalent PDM with S 0 identically equal to one, i.e., s 0 (t) = t. (In other words, every PDM can be replaced by an equivalent real-time PDM.)
Proof. We refer to the proof of Theorem 2. The differential equations above are replaced by
.
As before, we have f (t) =f (s
(t)).
We have taken here simply˜ x 1 (t) =x 1 (s
Since s 0 is strictly increasing,
It is then easily verified thatx *
(s) and finally x 1 (t) =x 1 (s
As was the case for SMs, the families F(OPDM) and F(CPDM) are complementary. (In many ways this result corresponds to the closure under complementation of traditional deterministic context-free languages.) Theorem 13. F(OPDM) = co-F(CPDM), i.e., the families F(OPDM) and F(CPDM) are complementary. Moreover, it may be assumed that 0 ≤ q 1 (t) ≤ 1.
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 3.
Theorem 14. (i) The set F pal is in F(CPDM) but not in F(OPDM).
(ii) The sets F sqr , F poly-d and F poly are not in F(OPDM).
(Corresponding statements for the complements of the sets are obtained in an obvious way by Theorem 13.)
Proof. The nonmembership of F pal , F sqr , F poly and F poly-d in F(OPDM) is proved similarly in all cases . We prove here the claim F pal / ∈ F(OPDM). Assume the contrary. There is then a (real-time) OPDM M which recognizes F pal . Let M accept zero input (which is in F pal ), and, considering this accepting computation, denote the maximum value of |x 1 (t)| by U , and
Furthermore, for some α > 0 and δ > 0, we then have q 1 (t) > α for 1 − δ ≤ t ≤ 1.
Choose next an R such that in R m M +2 the distance of any point r with r = R from K is at least one. Then, because of continuity, (Q, 1, X 1 )(r) is bounded in the ball r ≤ R, say by C.
Define then
Obviously g ε is not in F pal for small ε > 0, but on input g ε the solution curve
is then in K . Since g ε is rejected by M, for all sufficiently small ε, 0 < ε < δ, the solution curve C ε must escape the ball r ≤ R within the time interval 1 − δ ≤ t ≤ 1, in order for |Q 1 | to achieve arbitrarily large values. This is impossible if δ < 1/C since escaping the ball starting from K takes at least time 1/C. We show next that F pal ∈ F(CPDM) by a direct construction, which of course resembles very much that for the traditional PDA. For this purpose we fix a continuous function u: R −→ R such that u(x) = 0 for x ≤ 0 and x ≥ 1 2 , and u(x) > 0 for
. We then set m M = 4 and
(For q 4 < 0 and q 4 > 1 we define
we then have + τ for some τ ≥ 0,
− τ ) and
, and for t ≥ we have q 2 (t) − q 3 (t) =x 1 (t). Thus f is accepted. If f / ∈ F pal , then for some t 1 ,
. It follows that q 1 (1) < 1 and f is rejected.
The proof of Theorem 6 is readily applicable here and so we have
Theorem 15. The family F(CPDM) (resp. F(OPDM)) is closed under intersection and union with sets in F(CSM) (resp. F(OSM)).
Two-Way Push-Down Machines
As for a PDM, for a two-way push-down machine (2-PDM) M we have n M = 1 andx 1 is defined bŷ
The difference is that a 2-PDM is not a one-way machine, i.e., S 0 (q,f ,x 1 ) may have both positive and negative values, and zero values. It is still assumed that s 1 (t) ≥ 0 always. We use the notations 2-OPDM, 2-CPDM, F(2-OPDM), F(2-CPDM), etc., in an obvious fashion.
Obviously F(2-OSM) ⊆ F(2-OPDM) and F(2-CSM) ⊆ F(2-CPDM).
The latter inclusion is strict since F pal ∈ F(2-CPDM) − F(2-CSM) (see Theorems 9 and 14 and Theorem 16 below). The former inclusion is strict because F poly-d ∈ F(2-OPDM) − F(2-OSM) (see Theorem 9 and Theorem 19 below). In fact, as is noted in Section 8,
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 8. Strictness of the inclusion (iii) follows because 
Theorem 17. The set F sqr is in F(2-CPDM).
Proof. The construct is almost the same as that of Theorem 14(i). The only difference is that the input segment f (x), For 2-PDMs, f (x) is readily available at any time and the state control structure has a universal computing power on integers. It is the rounding of reals to integers that needs to be explained. Such a rounding is not possible without losing stability, and thus must be performed using the push-down memory. One way of doing it is the following. First, a unit-step is created in the push-down memory, i.e., a jump discontinuity from zero to one in a given position:
1. Stop the read-write-head at some position y 0 (i.e., take the value of s 1 to zero and hold it there). 2. Reset the values of x 1 and x 1 to zero. 3. Move the read-write-head from y 0 to y 0 +1, stopping it there and keeping x 1 = 0. 4. Raise the value of x 1 from zero to one, resetting x 1 to zero and keeping s 1 = y 0 +1. 5. Move the read-write-head from y 0 + 1 to y 0 + 2, stopping it there and keeping x 1 = 1. 6. Lower the value of x 1 from one to zero, resetting x 1 to zero and keeping s 1 = y 0 + 2.
Rounding a real number, say z, to an integer may be accomplished by comparing z with i for i = 0, ±1, ±2, . . ., until an integer j is found such that j ≤ z < j + 1. The comparison is done using the created unit-step at y 0 +1. We denote w = (2/π ) arctan(z− i), and continue the process as follows:
7. Move the read-write-head from y 0 + 2 to y 0 + 1 + w and immediately switch on the controlling differential equation
(s 1 may be assumed to be among the state components), all the time keeping x 1 = 0 and x 1 = 0. While this differential equation controls s 1 we have
where t 0 is the time of switching on the differential equation, and hence either
We thus have Theorem 18. Any numerical analysis machine can be simulated by a 2-PDM.
It may be noted that the theorem already holds true for 2-SMs, if their inputs are confined to ones containing the required step structure. We also have
Theorem 19. Let the set F ∈ F(2-CPDM) be recognized by a 2-CPDM M such that for some constant T > 0 all inputs in F are accepted in time T , i.e., for any input in F,
Proof. The 2-OPDM recognizing F simulates M for time T , deactivates the differential equation of q 1 and then rounds q 1 (T ) to q 1 (T ) .
All of F(CPDM) and many sets known to be in F(2-CPDM) are seen to be already in F(2-OPDM) by this theorem (but remember that equality of the latter two families is open):
Corollary 20. F(CPDM) ⊂ F(2-OPDM) and F sqr ∈ F(2-OPDM).
(Strictness of the inclusion follows because
Note. Actually, a stronger form of Theorem 19 holds true: if for an input of M the time T of possible acceptance, which may vary among inputs, can be numerically computed, then the conclusion of the theorem holds true. This indicates that even if F(2-OPDM) is a proper subfamily of F(2-CPDM), it may be quite difficult to prove it.
Linear-Bounded Machines?
The family of context-sensitive languages played initially a prominent role in the traditional Chomsky hierarchy. Nowadays it is mainly thought of as a subset of the space complexity class PSPACE. (Indeed, some modern textbooks on formal languages pass over CS-languages, see, e.g., [16] .) The corresponding automata type is the linear-bounded automaton (LBA). Finding a counterpart for LBAs-or other space/time-bounded Turing machines-among our machines is problematic. The simple reason for this is discussed below.
The maximum length of the interval where the position functions take their values is not a proper space measure for our machines. Indeed, replacing s i bys i = arctan s i and writing
restricts the position to the interval (−π/2, π/2). (We may assume thats i appears as a state component.) Similarly we may replace x i byx i = arctan x i (i = 1, . . . , n M ) and write
etc., which restricts the range ofx to the interval (−π/2, π/2) n M . The size of the range of x thus does not appear to be a meaningful measure of space either. Note that our assumption on the continuity of the right-hand sides of the differential equations is then violated, but less drastic compression of s and x is of course possible while retaining the continuity.
Time is equally malleable. Multiplying the right-hand sides of the differential equations by 1 + tan 2 t replaces the semi-infinite time interval [0, ∞) by [0, π/2). (Again, we consider t as a state component.) This, however, might violate our assumption of nonZenoan computations, e.g., not allowing the derivatives s i (t) to change sign infinitely many times in any finite time interval, and the continuity of the right-hand sides as well. Of course, finite accelerations of computations are possible, too, which do not lead to violations of our initial assumptions. Note. The above time transformation creates a singularity at t = π/2. This probably is not as serious as it looks: The main result of [30] shows that for "pure state machines", i.e., OSMs whose input is an integer given as an initial value, this singularity can be removed. Moreover, this can be achieved while simultaneously bounding the states and the right-hand sides of the differential equations, thus these bounds do not seem to count as a computational resource either.
Restriction of machine type to (strictly) one-way machines or/and fixing or bounding the dimension of the functional memory certainly are ways to limit the use of resources, but these do not seem to lead to machines resembling LBAs in any particular way.
General Machines
The largest family in the Chomsky hierarchy is the family of computably enumerable languages (aka recursively enumerable languages), and the corresponding automata type is the (deterministic) Turing machine. The most general machine in our case is obtained when no restrictions are placed on the dimension or type of the functional memory or the moves of the read-head. We call it simply the general machine (GM), and use the corresponding notations OGM, CGM, F(OGM), F(CGM), etc., as before.
It is immediate that F(2-OPDM) ⊆ F(OGM) and F(2-CPDM) ⊆ F(CGM), the strictness of these inclusions, however, remains open. Obviously, GMs have all the power of 2-PDMs (e.g., the ability to do all numerical analysis computations, see Theorem 18) . There is no difference between open and closed acceptance for GMs: within a certain time interval, and then setting both y(t) and r (t) to zero. Simulation of the computation of M then begins (for this purpose M is embedded in M ) and the evolution of the new components is given by
Theorem 21. F(OGM) = F(CGM).
Proof. Proof of the inclusion F(OGM)
⊆dy dt = 0, dr dt = Q 1 (q(t),f (t),x(t)) and dp dt =ŷ(t)Q 1 (q(t),
f (t),x(t)).
During this stage at time t = T we thus have
for s ≤ p(T ) and s > 2,
Note how p retains information about whether or not q 1 has reached the value one. This might happen for one single moment of time only, and thus could not be used to trigger open acceptance directly. The construction of M is finished using time-division modulo 2 (see Section 4) where during odd time intervals the above process is carried out, and in each even time interval a unit-step construct (see Section 6) is used to compute p(t) . If p(t) ≥ 1 then the value of the (new) acceptance indicator state is raised from zero to a positive value.
We now drop the letters indicating the type of acceptance, and use the notations GM, F(GM), etc.
Note.
A construct similar to the one in the previous proof may be used to show that a 2-CSM can be simulated by a 2-OPDM. Since only one memory component is available for a 2-OPDM, the contents of the two memories (or positions of unit-steps) must be stored and retrieved in an alternating fashion as in the proof of Theorem 11.
Since there is no restriction on dimension of the functional memory, a GM can simulate two (or more) GMs, much as a 2-SM can simulate two 2-SMs (see Theorem 11 and its proof). We thus have
Theorem 22. The family F(GM) is closed under union and intersection.
We do not know whether or not F poly is in F(CPDM) or even in F(2-CPDM), but we have
Theorem 23. The family F poly is in F(GM).
Proof. We give a somewhat sketchy proof here, and refer to the proof of Theorem 5. The general idea is to check through degrees d = 0, 1, . . . whether or not the input f is a polynomial of degree d.
First, using two functional memory components repeatedly in an alternating fashion, the cumulative integrals for a suitable constant a n .
It is not difficult to see that this theorem can be used to give a coding of any GM as a function in F PC . We fix one such coding scheme, and denote the code of a GM M by γ M . We then immediately have Note. Despite the Gödel-number-like properties of γ M it appears that it cannot be used to construct a universal GM. It may be noted, though, that γ M is effectively obtainable, if not explicitly then at least numerically, see [33] , [34] and the references therein.
The family of computable languages (aka recursive languages) may be defined as the family of languages L such that both L and L are computably enumerable. Using GMs, the corresponding family is C = F(GM) ∩ co-F(GM).
Sets of functions in C are in a sense "decidable" by our machines. It is immediate that C contains F(OPDM) and F(CPDM). On the other hand, D is an example of an "undecidable" set.
An interesting open problem is whether C is a proper subset of F(GM). (In traditional formal language theory a central result states that not all computably enumerable languages are computable.) By Theorem 23, F poly is in F(GM), but it is not known whether F poly ∈ F(GM). Thus F poly might resolve the problem.
The Hierarchies
In Figure 2 we collect in a graphical form the Chomsky-like hierarchies obtained in the previous sections. We have basically four hierarchies, depending on whether or not two-way machines are used and which of the two types of acceptance is adopted. Each of these four hierarchies resembles the traditional Chomsky hierarchy, except that the third family (corresponding to context-sensitive languages) is missing. It may be noted that we could use the family of sets recognized by somehow restricted machines (say, machines M with n M = 1) as the third family, but we feel that this is somewhat arbitrary.
In Figure 2 an arrow means strict inclusion, an arrow with a question mark means inclusion (only strictness is open) and the absence of a directed path means incomparability. An open but conjectured incomparability is marked with a dashed line. Complementary 
